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**Print/Online News**

**Paleologos on the Poll: A lukewarm view of the economy**
*USA Today* - Online | 01/28/2015 (1 day, 4 hours ago)

...lukewarm on the health of the economy but bullish on the direction. In the *Suffolk University*/USA TODAY poll of 1,000 adults, 46% rated economic...

**Suddenly, Obama determines he does 'own' the economy**
*NewsOK.com* (Oklahoman) - Online | 01/31/2015

...economy until the news improved. Perhaps he was just renting it. The USA Today/*Suffolk University* poll points to trouble ahead for Republicans because...

**SUPER BOWL / ALFALFA DINNER WEEKEND“ NEW GOP LITMUS TEST: POT “THE ROMNEY AIDE getting the most calls“ YOUR UBER DRIVER gets the last word -- ™ DAY: Heather Riley, David Plotz, Brooke Buchanan**
*Politico* - Online | 01/31/2015

...the Louisville Courier-Journal's James Carroll and USA Today's Susan Davis; *Suffolk University* Political Research Center director David Paleologos...

**Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?**
*The Daily Record* - Online | 01/29/2015

...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/*Suffolk University* poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

**Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?**
*News Press* - Online | 01/29/2015

...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/*Suffolk University* poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...
Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?
The Lansing State Journal -- Online | 01/29/2015
...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?
Oshkosh Northwestern - Online | 01/29/2015
...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?
Post-Crescent - Online | 01/29/2015
...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?
Statesman Journal - Online | 01/29/2015
...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?
Zanesville Times Recorder - Online | 01/29/2015
...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

Romney plans anti-Hillary Clinton speech at Miss. college
Dailynews724 | 01/29/2015
...nomination would be former Florida Gov. Jeb Bush. His speech comes as a new Suffolk University/USA Today poll showed Romney with 16% support...

HUFFPOLLSTER: Economic Recovery Seen As Mostly Helping The Rich
A posting from: N/A on Huffington Post, The | 01/29/2015
...percent) or poor (27 percent), as opposed to good (25 percent), according to a Suffolk University/USA TODAY poll. Sixty-six percent of the adults...

Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?
NorthWest Cable News (NWCN) - Online | 01/28/2015
...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?
Herald Times Reporter - Online | 01/28/2015
...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

OVERNIGHT FINANCE: Fed 'patient' on rate hikes
The Hill - Online | 01/28/2015
...economy compared to 40 percent who back the Republican-controlled Congress, a Suffolk University/USA Today poll released Wednesday found. The poll...

Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?
WXIA-TV - Online | 01/28/2015
President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...
Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?
Daily Advertiser - Online | 01/28/2015
...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?
The Indianapolis Star - Online | 01/28/2015
President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?
WLTX-TV - Online | 01/28/2015
...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?
News Journal - Online | 01/28/2015
President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?
Reno Gazette-Journal - Online | 01/28/2015
President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?
The Desert Sun - Online | 01/28/2015
President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?
WFAA-TV - Online | 01/28/2015
President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?
WBIR-TV - Online | 01/28/2015
President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?
The Tennessean - Online | 01/28/2015
President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?
KING-TV - Online | 01/28/2015
President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?
Pensacola News Journal - Online | 01/28/2015
President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...
Romney plans anti-Hillary Clinton speech at Miss. college  
**A Breaking News** | 01/28/2015

...nomination would be former Florida Gov. Jeb Bush. His speech comes as a new **Suffolk University**/USA Today poll showed Romney with 16% support...

**Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where’s the cure?**  
**WCNC-TV - Online** | 01/28/2015

...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

**Obama and Congress are trusted equally on the economy**  
**The Hill - Online** | 01/28/2015

...economy, compared to 40 percent who back the Republican-controlled Congress, a Suffolk University/USA Today poll released Wednesday found. The poll...

**Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where’s the cure?**  
**Cincinnati Enquirer - Online** | 01/28/2015

...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

**Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where’s the cure?**  
**WZZM-TV - Online** | 01/28/2015

...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

**Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where’s the cure?**  
**Marion Star - Online** | 01/28/2015

...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

**Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where’s the cure?**  
**The Reporter - Online** | 01/28/2015

...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

**Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where’s the cure?**  
**Des Moines Register - Online** | 01/28/2015

...President Obama: The economy is getting better

---

**Mitt Romney plans anti-Hillary Clinton speech at Mississippi State as possible next step into 2016 presidential race**  
**New York Daily News - Online** | 01/28/2015

...nomination would be former Florida Gov. Jeb Bush. His speech comes as a new **Suffolk University**/USA Today poll showed Romney with 16% support...

**Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where’s the cure?**  
**KGW-TV - Online** | 01/28/2015

...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

**Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where’s the cure?**  
**Air Force Times - Online** | 01/28/2015

...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds
broad skepticism that the proposals...

Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?
The Leaf-Chronicle - Online | 01/28/2015
...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?
The Spectrum - Online | 01/28/2015
...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?
The Marshfield News-Herald - Online | 01/28/2015
...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?
Green Bay Press-Gazette - Online | 01/28/2015
...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?
KENS-TV - Online | 01/28/2015
...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?
KHOU-TV - Online | 01/28/2015
...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?
The Daily News Journal - Online | 01/28/2015
...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?
WMAZ-TV - Online | 01/28/2015
...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?
KARE-TV - Online | 01/28/2015
...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?
Courier-Post - Online | 01/28/2015
...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?
Great Falls Tribune - Online | 01/28/2015
...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds
broad skepticism that the proposals...

**Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?**
*The Daily Times - Online* | 01/28/2015

...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

**Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?**
*Springfield News-Leader - Online* | 01/28/2015

...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

**Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?**
*Jackson Sun - Online* | 01/28/2015

...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

**Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?**
*KREM-TV - Online* | 01/28/2015

...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

**Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?**
*Argus Leader - Online* | 01/28/2015

...President Obama: The economy is getting better

**Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?**
*KTVB-TV - Online* | 01/28/2015

...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

**Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?**
*KSDK-TV - Online* | 01/28/2015

...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

**Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?**
*Lancaster Eagle-Gazette - Online* | 01/28/2015

...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

**Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?**
*Alexandria Daily Town Talk - Online* | 01/28/2015

...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

**Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?**
*The Baxter Bulletin - Online* | 01/28/2015

...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

**Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?**
*Chillicothe Gazette - Online* | 01/28/2015

...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds
broad skepticism that the proposals...

**Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?**
**KVUE-TV - Online** | 01/28/2015

...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

**Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?**
**The Journal & Courier - Online** | 01/28/2015

...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

**Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?**
**Newark Advocate - Online** | 01/28/2015

...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

**Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?**
**Observer & Eccentric Newspapers - Online** | 01/28/2015

...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

**Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?**
**AZCentral.com** | 01/28/2015

...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

**Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?**
**Palladium-Item - Online** | 01/28/2015

...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

**Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?**
**The News Leader - Online** | 01/28/2015

...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

**Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?**
**KUSA-TV - Online** | 01/28/2015

...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

**Paleologos on the Poll: A lukewarm view of the economy**
**Guam Pacific Daily News - Online** | 01/28/2015

David Paleologos, director of the Suffolk University Political Research Center in Boston. / Suffolk...

**Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?**
**USA Today - Online** | 01/28/2015

A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

**Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where's the cure?**
**Asheville Citizen-Times - Online** | 01/28/2015

...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...
Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where’s the cure?
Mansfield News-Journal - Online | 01/28/2015 (1 day, 1 hour ago)
...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where’s the cure?
The Daily Journal - Online | 01/28/2015
...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

Poll: The diagnosis is right, but where’s the cure?
Fremont News Messenger - Online | 01/28/2015
...President Obama: The economy is getting better — for the rich. A USA TODAY/Suffolk University poll finds broad skepticism that the proposals...

Paleologos on the Poll: A lukewarm view of the economy
The Battle Creek Enquirer - Online | 01/28/2015
, director of the Suffolk University Political Research Center in Boston. / Suffolk...

Paleologos on the Poll: A lukewarm view of the economy
Visalia Times-Delta - Online | 01/28/2015
, director of the Suffolk University Political Research Center in Boston. / Suffolk...

Paleologos on the Poll: A lukewarm view of the economy
The News Leader - Online | 01/28/2015
, director of the Suffolk University Political Research Center in Boston. / Suffolk...

Paleologos on the Poll: A lukewarm view of the economy
The Times - Online | 01/28/2015
, director of the Suffolk University Political Research Center in Boston. / Suffolk...

Paleologos on the Poll: A lukewarm view of the economy
USA Today - Online | 01/28/2015
...lukewarm on the health of the economy but bullish on the direction. In the Suffolk University/USA TODAY poll of 1,000 adults, 46% rated economic...